NOTES OF A COMMITTEEE MEETING OF THE 103rd ENTRY ASSOCIATION HELD at
BN Home on 29 Mar 2008
Present:
Apologies:

BN, CJW, KB, BGL, MW
LS, MW, LG

1.

Finances
Current Account
- £386.97
Deposit Account
- £2568.22
Cash in hand
- £25
Total
- £2980.19
The accounts were audited by KB, and accepted unanimously. Confirmation of current account
signatories would be obtained (Action - MW). A further attempt would be made to contact John
Hastings with a letter forwarded through his bank; he is a member but without any contact details.
2.
Window Re-dedication 10/11 May 2008
To date there are 35 attending for the Saturday evening, and 45 for the Sunday. There are 3 more
possibles. With those figures, the estimated cost to the Association for the weekend would be £1605,
which included an agreed £400 for the Saturday evening buffet and a £300 bar subsidy. Association
guests would be Peter Ayerst, Ernie Fox, Mr & Mrs Venner (Mo Venner, formerly Mo Eades), Mr &
Mrs Peacock (friends of Mo Venner), Ann Bayes and her daughter Elizabeth Rennie. KB would host
Peter Ayerst; CJW would host Ernie Fox; BGL would host Ann Bayes and Elizabeth Rennie; and MW
would host the Venners and the Peacocks. The Saturday evening (7.00 pm start; 7.30 pm buffet) would
be smart casual, and Sunday (10.30 am at Halton House) would be jacket and tie; equivalent for ladies.
MW would have a bed to spare in his hotel room. It was agreed that:
- £2000 would be the absolute maximum to be spent.
- A reminder e-mail with full details of the weekend would be sent around 4 weeks prior to the
weekend (Action - BN).
- The method of payment for coffee and biscuits, and lunch on the Sunday would be confirmed
with Min Larkin (Action LG).
- The reading for the Church service would be confirmed (Action KB).
3.
Membership. The May weekend publicity had produced some new and revised contact details
for several people. An updated copy of the Entry Register accompanies these minutes. We now had an
e-mail address for Roy Sanders but he does not wish to be on the Association contact list. It was agreed
that Honorary Membership would be offered to Peter Ayerst after the May weekend (Action - BN).
4.
Entry History. It was agreed that the Entry History would be a ‘general’ one and would
continue to be compiled by BN.
5.
RAF E-Mail Website. Entry members could now be contacted via the RAF E-Mail Website
only through a link to the Entry Website - with the exception of Roy Sanders who requested that his
contact details remained on the RAF E-Mail Website.
6.

Next Meetings
28th June at Coningsby (to be investigated by KB together with dates either side of that; CJW
would not be available for the 28th June)
6th December (MW)

BR Neal
Chairman

